DESCRIPTION
LIM is a revolutionary ultra-slim LED task light that is as fun to use as it is functional. LIM’s “L” shaped arm discreetly conceals an array of high-output LEDs and utilizes a magnetic attachment system for effortless adjustment. LIM is available in 3 models: LIM table, LIM floor, and LIM C under-surface.

DESIGNER
Pablo Pardo 2009

MATERIALS
• Aluminum arm
• Aluminum and steel table base
• Steel floor base

FEATURES
• Magnetic attachment
• Advanced LED array eliminates multiple shadows
• Hi-low dim control
• Ships flat-packed
• OCC model available upon request

SPECIFICATIONS
• Voltage: 120-240V 60Hz
• Power consumption: 7W
• Color temperature: 3000K
• Luminosity: 295 Lumens
• Luminaire efficacy: 41 Lumens/Watt
• Color Rendition Index: 85 CRI
• 50K Hour lifespan
• Cord length: 10’ (304cm)
• Global multi-plug adapter available
• 1 year warranty
• Certifications: ETL, CE, RoHS
DIMENSIONS

LIM TABLE

LIM L TABLE

LIM FLOOR

LIM C UNDER-SURFACE

FINISH OPTIONS

LIM

Brushed Aluminum

Graphite

White